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adeguare

Adeguare

Client: Personal (Honours project)

This design brief was developed from a joint 
passion with fashion and furniture design. Extensive 
consumer research was gathered to understand 
the usability and product life-cycles of furniture. 

From the findings it was identified that although 
consumers follow their own trends and design 
choices within the home environment they are also 
heavily influenced by commercial trends. 

The ‘Adeguare’ range gives the user maximum 
personalisation by printing any image directly onto 
the changeable panels, and adapts to the user’s 
changing tastes.



VASS
Client: Porro (Milano)

A focused design specification, understanding the 
core philosophies of Porro “simplicity above all”.

Vass is produced using high quality materials to 
give the finest finish. It’s function is simple yet 
intriguing offering a multi-functional bed side table, 
combining furniture with modern technology. 

for

Vass



Build Compose Learn

for
bamb        sic

Client: Politecnico di Milano (University)

The idea behind ‘bamboosic’ came from 
investigating children’s toys and designing a new 
product that could not only be fun but also teach 
the children important skills at the same time. 

This modular design (inspired by the aesthetics 
of bamboo) can be built as high/low as the child 
wants, then using the xylophone bars they can 
compose popular songs or create their own. 

An internal spiral carries a marble across the bars 
to give the smooth rhythm needed and a domed 
top acts as a speaker/amplifier for the sounds. 

Bamboosic
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Client: Bologna Water Design (Milano)

When looking into water consumption it was 
proven that children were the hardest to monitor 
how much they were drinking, especially if they are 
at school. ‘Blop’ allows you to monitor your child’s 
water consumption through the display on screen. 

The bottle can be refilled with fresh water as 
many times as you prefer during use but it will 
only measure the amount being drunk through 
the component built into the straw. This design 
considers the environment by using BPA free 
materials and uses innovative components as used 
by ‘CamelBak’.

The range in bottle sizes makes it easy for the whole 
family to keep track of their water consumption.

Blop



for

Better Body Shop

Client: Better Body Shop (Ravensbourne)

The ‘Better Body Shop’ was in need of a re-design 
of their reception area and merchandising space. 
Previous to this customers would bypass the 
scattered stands and continue through to the gym. 
Understanding the user experience and journey 
through this area and the gym as a whole was vital. 

This design offers both instructors and customers 
a space to have one to one meetings and discuss 
various plans. Bringing the gym theme into the 
reception gives the merchandise area more life and 
attracts more interaction. 

Creating an area to offer so many functions was 
the biggest challenge considering the small space. 



for

A ‘2’ B

Client: NCR (Dundee)
            Runners Up Award

NCR are a global supplier in ATM machines and 
have recently been looking at new ways to improve 
the consumer experience when using one of their 
ATM’s. The ‘A2B’ offers the consumer to order and 
pay safely for a taxi whether in their home town or 
visiting a foreign city. 

The design has built in mirrors and lights that create 
a safe zone around the user to make them feel 
more secure when using at night. The cash machine 
will give the user the option to order a secure taxi 
and display an estimated cost. This amount can be 
pre-paid reducing the cash transferred between 
them and the taxi driver. Research showed that 
7/10 people found it difficult to get a taxi within 
10 minutes in Aberdeen after 10pm, and 6/10 taxi 
driver’s biggest concern was violence in which 
they say having large amounts of cash on them at 
all times makes them an easy target. 

A 2 B



EQUALize
for

Equalize

Client: Sue Ryder (Aberdeen)

To most of us eating a meal is very easy and does 
not take much thought. However, there are many 
people that have huge difficulty in eating whether 
this be from a disability or old age. 

‘Equalize’ restores the users independence by 
offering a few tools to help them eat their dinner. 
Working with support assistances and residents 
at a local Sue Ryder dwelling highlighted the 
difficulty that users had in navigating the whole 
plate and also getting the food onto a fork or 
spoon. ‘Equalize’ consists of a plate guard and an 
easy to use rotary system the reduces the need for 
assistance when the user is eating. 
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